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SCUTTLEBUTT
REVIEW OF THE CHARLES ROYAL YACHT KIT  
By Clare Hess

Introduction
Every now and again, a kit shows up that 

few people know much about, but that appears 
occasionally on the Internet in places like Ebay 
and Amazon, and intrigues people. Woody Joe’s 
Charles Royal Yacht is just such a kit. Released in 
April of 2007, the kit has been around for many 
years, but because the kits are essentially marketed 
only in Japan, few people in the U.S. or Europe 
know about it. Or if they do, they usually have little 
access to the details of the kit.

This offering by Woody Joe of Japan represents 
a royal yacht from the reign of the English King 
Charles II. The graceful and compact lines of the 
early yacht design and the ornamentation of a royal 
vessel make for a gem of a ship model. The fact 
that it is not officially marketed in the U.S. gives 
the kit something of an air of mystery. Many people 
might be afraid to tackle the kit, not knowing 
what to expect from Japanese instructions and kit 
construction. So, we’ll attempt to shed some light 

on this little-known 
kit.

This is not the first time I’ve written an out-of-
the-box review of a Woody Joe kit. My first was 
a review of its 1:75-scale Japanese screw steamer 
Kanrin Maru, and the second was of its Higaki 
Kaisen, an Edo period Japanese coastal transport. 
Both of these subjects are part of Japanese history. 
But the Charles Royal Yacht is something different 
in that it is very much a Western subject.

This is not new for Woody Joe, as about half of 
its ship-model kits are based on Western subjects. 
Western ship modelers will recognize subjects in 
Woody Joe’s product lineup, such as the Cutty Sark, 
Thermopylae, Golden Hind, Santa Maria, schooner 
Sir Winston Churchill, Dutch ship Half Moon, 
Golden Yacht, and even a Catalonian carrack, but, 
the Charles Royal Yacht seems to generate much 
interest in particular.

Photo 1.  The Charles Royal Yacht kit from Woody 
Joe of Japan (photo courtesy of Woody Joe).

Photo 2.  Bow view of the Charles Royal Yacht kit 
(photo courtesy of Woody Joe).

Model Kit Specifications

Kit Name:   Charles Royal Yacht
Manufacturer:  Woody Joe
Length:   460mm (18.1 in.)
Height:   422mm (16.6 in.)
Width:   200mm (7.8 in.)
Scale:   1:64
Retail Price:   ¥28,000 ($240 at this time)
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About the yachts 
of Charles II

The history of the royal yachts 
of the English monarchs began 
in the 17th century with Charles 
II. Without running through a 
lengthy history lesson that I am 
certainly not well versed in, let 
me just say that near the end of 
the English Civil War, the future 
Charles II went into exile in 
continental Europe, eventually 
ending up in Holland, where he 
encountered and took a fancy to 
the small Dutch pleasure craft 
known locally as 'jaghts' or 
yachts.

When Charles II was restored 
to the throne of England in 1660, 
the city of Amsterdam granted 
him the gift of a royal yacht, 
which Charles named after his 
sister Mary, and which became 
the first of more than two dozen 
owned by Charles II.

The kit overview
Woody Joe’s Charles Royal 

Yacht kit is a reconstruction of the 
yacht Charles of 1674, and it is 
based on contemporary drawings 
and models from the Science 
Museum in London, England. 
The kit was designed with the 
help of the late Mr. Kazunobu 
Shirai, a long time member, 
director and vice-president of 
the Japanese ship model society 
called The Rope, who passed 
away in April of 2008. Another 
member of the group, Mr. Toshio 
Miyajima, created the original 
figurehead and other decorative 
carvings from which the kit 
castings were made.

The kit is somewhat unusual 
for Woody Joe in that it is 
produced to a scale of 1:64, 
making it scale-compatible with 
many of the more recent kits 
by Amati’s Victory Models, 
Caldercraft’s Nelson’s Navy 
and Model Shipways lines. It 
seems a bit of an odd scale for 

Photo 3 (above).  A view of the contents of the kit with the documents 
removed. Well packaged with little wasted space.
 
Photo 4 (below).  As with other Woody Joe kits, the first page of the 
instruction booklet contains the parts list. Color-coded numbers are 
used to simplify parts identification.
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any other than American ship modelers since it’s 
not the most convenient scale when using metric or 
decimal measurements. But, for those measuring 
in fractional inches, it’s extremely convenient as 
one can simply measure in 64ths of an inch, so that 
a 5”-wide plank in full size works out as 5/64” in 
scale. You don’t even need a calculator to figure 
that out.

The completed model measures 460mm long 
and 422mm high, or about 18-1/8” long and 16-
5/8” high. It’s a single plank-on-bulkhead kit, with 
extensive use of laser-cut parts. In addition, the kit 
includes dowels for the masts and spars, and strip 
wood for the hull planking, Deadeyes and blocks 
are molded in plastic, and the kit includes one size 
of tan rigging line and three sizes of black rigging 
line. Being a highly ornate ship, the kit features a 
large set of white-metal fittings representing the 
carvings, stern lanterns, and cannons. Fine details 
such as the gallery window frames are provided in a 
small sheet of etched brass. The kit also includes a 
small acetate sheet for the windows, colorful pre-
printed flags, pre-printed sail cloth, a spool of brass 
wire, a simple display cradle and a printed brass 
nameplate.

Finally, the kit includes plans printed on three 
sheets of A3 paper (a standard, slightly bigger than 
11” x 17”), and a very nice 20-page instruction 
book with clear full-color photos and diagrams.

The retail price of the kit is 28,000 Yen. Given the 
strength of the dollar which is around ¥116 at the 
time of this writing, the price of these Japanese kits 
has never been better, putting the price of this kit at 
around $240. The relatively small size of the model 
and the light weight of the kit will also help to keep 
shipping costs down.

The packaging
The Charles Yacht is not a big model, and the 

box is considerably smaller than those of the other 
Woody Joe kits I’ve looked at, being only about 
16-1/2” x 9-3/4” x 2-1/4” thick. As with other 
Woody Joe kits I’ve reviewed, the box is covered 
with several illustrations of the completed model, 
so you’ll have a good idea as to what your model is 
supposed to look like.

Upon opening the box and removing the plans 
sheets and instruction book, one finds that there is 
no wasted space inside. That is a far cry from some 
other manufacturer’s kits that give you a box of 
mostly imported (or even domestic) air and much 
room for parts to crash around during shipping. 
Everything here is snug, and wood and metal parts 
are separated out into more than two-dozen bags.

Each plastic bag is carded with a list of the parts 
contained, so it’s fairly easy to tell what’s what. It’s 
all in Japanese, but with the help of the numbers 
given in the illustrated instructions, locating the 
necessary parts shouldn’t be too much of an issue.

Wood parts
In the past, I’ve mentioned the overwhelming 

pleasant aroma of Hinoki, or Japanese cypress, in 
the kits. I’m either getting very accustomed to the 
scent or it’s not as noticeable here as this kit uses a 
large percentage of other kinds of wood including 
birch and Ho, or Japanese Magnolia.

With the exception of a large birch plywood 
sheet of bulkheads, the laser-cut sheets are fairly 
small. Most are around 1" or 2" wide and up to 13" 
long, with some only 3" or 4" long. But some of 
the sheets are larger, and there are 20 of them, so 
there’s no shortage of laser-cut parts.

As for strip woods, a bag of birch dowels is 
included for the masts and spars, all are pre-cut 
to the proper lengths, and the single layer of hull 
planking is done using provided hinoki strips. There 
are a few small incidental wooden strips, but for 
the most part you won’t see a variety of strip woods 
for fashioning the deck details, as these features 
are all laser cut. Parts for the windlass, the hatch 
coamings, fife rails, channels and such are all laser 
cut. In addition to strips for building hatch-cover 
gratings, some of the gratings are one-piece laser-
cut parts. But Woody Joe has gone one step farther 
with parts like these and uses the laser to etch the 
wood too. So, the gratings show the proper borders 
of the ledges and battens that make up them up.

Unlike many European kits, the variety of dark, 
accent woods is missing from this kit. The wood 
that’s primarily visible is the Hinoki, which is a 
very light-colored wood similar in appearance to 
basswood. Some parts of the birch bulkheads are 
meant to be visible too, as well as the keel, which is 
made from Ho, in my kit a grayish tan color. So, the 
wood should be stained or dyed.

Metal parts
Being a royal yacht, you’d expect a large portion 

of the kit’s parts to be devoted to the highly ornate 
decorations, and Woody Joe’s kit is no exception. 
Just over a dozen individual packages contain 
nearly 60 cast-metal fittings. These are made from 
white metal which, according to Woody Joe, does 
contain lead – something that most ship model 
kit manufacturers have moved away from. But, 
they are very high quality castings, and if parts are 
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well primed and painted, this 
shouldn’t present a problem.

Upon close examination, 
the castings appear to be very 
high quality. I’ve seen many 
castings produced by other 
manufacturers. Some of them are 
good, but often, they are clumpy, 
cartoonish, or have details that 
are barely recognizable. These, 
however, are very clear.

Artwork ranges from vines that 
line the bulwarks and wreaths 
that surround the round gunports 
to a winged gargoyle figurehead. 
The quarter badges clearly depict 
nymphs, mermaids and birds, and 
the stern decoration is graced by 
the figure of Neptune riding a 
chariot amidst seashells and other 
nautical figures.

There are non-decorative cast-
metal fittings too, which include 
ten cannon barrels, stern lanterns, 
and ship’s anchors. Other metal 
parts are in four bags of brass 
parts including belaying pins, 
nails, and eyebolts. One small 
sheet of etched brass is provided 
as well. This small sheet, about 
3” x 4”, includes a few decorative 
strips with surface details etched 
into them, plus rudder irons and 
window frames.

Plastic parts
Woody Joe includes plastic 

parts in many of its kits. In the 
Charles Royal Yacht kit, this is 
limited to deadeyes and some of 
the blocks. I used to be a little 
more snobbish about plastic parts 
being used in kits like this, but 
many people I’ve talked to do 
like plastic deadeyes and blocks 
as they are stronger or more 
consistent in detail and often 
more accurate in appearance 
than their wooden counterparts. 
Manufactured wooden 
deadeyes are almost always 
drilled incorrectly, and the only 
consistently authentic wooden 
deadeyes that I know of that are 

currently marketed are those 
produced by Syren Ship Model 
Company. And as for the blocks, 
the Woody Joe blocks have to be 
stropped just like their wooden 
or metal counterparts. Those who 
prefer more natural materials 
can always replace these few 
parts quite easily. And those 

who aren’t as picky will find that 
these blocks and deadeyes, when 
painted properly, will look great 
on the model.

That said, there is one 
reason that the more advanced 
modeler might consider at least 
replacing the blocks. And that 
is that authentic detail requires 

Photo 5.  Color plans sheets provide spar measurements and details.

Photo 6.  The rigging plan, though simple, uses Japanese labels, which 
I’ve identified in this article.
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Photo 7.  Stripwoods, mostly Hinoki or Japanese Cypress, are 
separated into groups that are easily located and identified.

Photo 8.  Woody Joe’s labeling 
system is actually quite easy to 
use once you understand how 
it works. Plans and instruction 
use color-coded numbers to 
identify the type of part, so you 
know what to look for. The part 
numbers identify the specific 
part, or in this case, the specific 
wood strips. If you’re not 
sure, you can always read the 
measurements on the card.

Photo 9.  Laser-cut plywood bulkheads are finely 
detailed and show very little charring. Part numbers 
are laser-etched either directly on or next to the part. 
Some details are also etched onto the parts.

Photo 10.  Here is the piece for the square-tuck 
stern, etched with a guide for lining up the stern 
planking at the proper location and proper angle, 
assuring planking symmetry.

Photo 11.  Most of the laser-cut sheets are fairly 
small. Note each sheet has an identifying number, 
while letters are used to identify the specific part on 
that sheet.
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authentically sized blocks. Blocks of many sizes 
are used on real ships, and this kit provides blocks 
of only one size, at least in plastic. So, those who 
don’t mind doing their homework might consider 
using appropriately sized blocks from a third-party 
vendor.

As it turns out, not all the blocks in the kit are 
plastic. The kit also includes a few specialty 
blocks that are laser cut and require the builder to 
do some drilling and sanding to finish them. One 
interesting note is that this is the 
only wooden kit of a cutter rig 
that I’ve seen that includes the 
5-hole deadeye used for securing 
the main stay to the bowsprit. As 
with the specialty blocks, this is a 
laser-cut assembly.

Part numbers
Woody Joe does a great job 

indexing its parts. Parts are 
given an identifier that, in the 
instructions, includes a number 
inside a color-coded circle, or 
in the case of laser-cut parts, a 
letter. The color of the circle’s 
background indicates the part 
material to make it easier to locate 
parts.

• Pink/Red: Laser-cut wood
• Blue: Metal part, including 

white metal and photo-
etched brass.

• White: Stock/milled wood 
strip, sheet or dowel.
• Gray: Other parts including 
plastic parts, rigging line, flags, 
and sail material.

Since there are many laser-cut 
parts on a single sheet, the number 
in this case identifies the sheet, 
while the letter identifies the 
specific part on that sheet. 

The first page of the instruction 
book gives a complete list 
identifying each part with its 
description, along with the 
quantity included in the kit. The 
text is all in Japanese, but the 
number and labeling system make 
it unnecessary to understand the 
Japanese names for the parts. 
When a step calls for part 7 B 
with a pink background circle, 
we know we need part B, which 

is on laser-cut sheet number 7. The parts bags are 
clearly labeled and all the laser-cut sheets have 
their identifying numbers, and parts have their 
identifying letters clearly laser-etched next to them 
or on them, eliminating any guesswork.

The plans and instructions
The plans in the kit are somewhat basic, 

consisting of three sheets of A3 sized, 13” x 19” 

Photo 12.  The only plastic parts in this kit are the deadeyes and most 
of the blocks. Some specialized blocks are on the laser-cut sheets and 
must be drilled and edges sanded round.

Photo 13.  Some of the many cast metal fittings. 
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drawings, but not unlike the plans in the company’s 
other kits. The sheets include full-size drawings 
of the spars and details, a partial drawing of the 
deck layout, a side profile showing the bulkhead 
locations and other general details of the hull, and a 
rigging plan. Measurements don’t indicate units, but 
they are given in millimeters. Round stock wood 
diameter is signified with the Ø symbol. So, Ø3 
means 3mm diameter. Specific parts are identified 
by their part numbers as described earlier. 

While the plans do not show as much detail as 
those from some other manufacturers, it looks as 
if it should be sufficient for this model, as most 
of the needed construction information is clearly 
illustrated in Woody Joe’s signature illustrated 
step-by-step color instruction manual, in this case, a 
20-page booklet. 

Even though the instructions are entirely in 
Japanese. An experienced modeler will be familiar 
with how a ship model is constructed and should be 
able to get through the build with little difficulty. I 
say this with some knowledge of Japanese and with 
the help of friends and family who can translate 
specific text, but this has mostly shown me that 
there is nothing in the text that a ship modeler 
wouldn’t already understand or be able to figure 
out.

An inexperienced ship modeler would likely 
have a few issues without some ability to follow 
the text, in which case it will help to be able to read 
Japanese or to have someone willing to help out 
with the translation. Fortunately, there really isn’t 
much text to read. The same is true of the plans, 
although some explanation and translation might 
be particularly helpful for those without translation 
resources. 

Plans Sheet No. 1, which shows the spar details, 
includes a color-code key for the paint scheme of 
the mast, yards and bowsprit. The meaning of the 
codes is mostly pretty clear. White areas are to be 
a natural oiled wood color, dark-colored areas are 
to be painted black, bronze-colored areas are to be 
colored gold.

Plans Sheets No. 1 and No. 2 include some 
Japanese text that labels the major features. 
This really isn’t critical, and most experience 
ship modelers already know a bowsprit from the 
mainmast, but since the number of labels is pretty 
limited, I list most of them here:
	 チャンオル  Chainwale
	 ウィンドラス Windlass
	 ハッチ  Hatch
	 クリート  Cleat
	 ファイフレール Fife Rail

Photo 14.  One of the very detailed quarter gallery 
badges.

Photo 15.  Brass belaying pins are nicely turned, 
but don’t lose any as there are no spares.

Photo 16.  Pre-printed cloth is included for the flags 
and for the sails shown here.
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	 バウスプリット  Bowsprit
	 トプスルヤード  Topsail Yard
	 クロジャッキヤード Literally “Cro’jack Yard” or Crossjack Yard
	 メインマスト  Mainmast
	 フック   Literally “Hook,” but they are referring to eyebolts here
	 ヤード   Yard
	 ロープ   Rope
	 カット   Cut
	 黒    Black
	 右舷    Right Side
	 左舷    Left Side
	 ストレート   Straight

Plans Sheet No. 3 shows the specific rigging line sizes to use. The tan color in the drawings indicates 
the tan colored line, of which the kit includes only one size, so that’s easy. The remainder are all black 
rigging line, but there are four sizes of this.

The rigging lines are the only parts that don’t have clear part numbers provided. Numbers are given in 
the parts list on page 1 of the instructions, but they really aren’t used in the instructions or the plans, so 
don’t worry about the fact that the coils of line aren’t labeled. Instead, the line is called for by its relative 
size: Large, Medium, Thin and Extra Thin. There is also one more size called for in the instructions, 
but this is not included in the kit. You are required to supply your own sewing thread for seizing lines, 

Photo 17.  Well-illustrated, full-color, step-by-step instructions clearly identify parts and small inset diagrams 
show important details.
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securing flags to their poles, etc. 
	 太     Large
	 中     Medium
	 細	 	 	 	 	 Thin
	 極細     Extra thin
	 ミシンthread    "Machine" or sewing thread

You will see these listed on Plans Sheet No.3 and pages 17-19 of the instructions as:
	 太		or 黒太ロープ   Black, Large Line (Literally “Rope”)
	 中 or 黒中ロープ   Black, Medium-Size Line
	 細 or 黒細ロープ   Black, Thin-Size Line
	 極 or 黒極細ロープ   Black, Extra-Thin Line also
	 茶細ロープ or 茶色細ロープ  Brown Thin-Size Line

Recommended replacement parts
The one suggestion I have on small fittings, such as belaying pins, deadeyes and blocks, is to be 

extremely careful not to lose them. Woody Joe provides a few spare blocks and deadeyes, but no spare 
belaying pins. If you’re as fumble-fingered as I often find myself, you might want to plan on replacing the 
kit-supplied belaying pins, or at least have a backup plan in case you lose any. The other brass parts are 
pretty generic and probably nothing would stand out if you need a few extra brass nails or eyebolts from 
another source. However, I find that belaying pins can be a pretty noticeable feature.

Blocks and deadeyes are another candidate for replacement, but there appear to be 3 or 4 spares of each 
included in the kit. Still, as mentioned earlier, some might consider upgrading the blocks at least, so as to 
use a variety of sizes. 

These kinds of parts are readily available through your favorite ship-model parts supplier. My 
suggestions for replacement small parts are as follows:

• Belaying Pins, 3/8” long (9.5mm) Amati 4104/10 10mm walnut belaying pins 
• Deadeyes, 3/16” dia. (5mm) Amati 4050/05 5mm walnut deadeyes or Syren Ship Model Company 

5mm boxwood deadeyes.
• Blocks, 5/32” single (4mm) Syren Ship Model Company 5/32” single blocks

Summing up
A review wouldn’t be any good if it didn’t face the shortcomings of 

the kit. I’ve already mentioned the language issue and tried to provide 
some tools to help there. I’ve also mentioned the minimal spare parts 
and suggested alternative parts for replacement.

Beyond these, I’d say the only thing the kit may lack is some of the 
finer details that you often see on ship models. Besides multiple block 
sizes, which I already mentioned, I note the lack of preventer chains 
for the rudder and any kind of rigging for the cannons. But, these aren’t 
big issues, and this omission may have more to do with keeping the 
kit simpler for beginning ship modelers, so it’s hard to fault the kit 
manufacturer for these issues. In fact, the Japanese ship model society 
The Rope uses this kit specifically as an introductory kit for new ship 
modelers.

In any case, experienced ship modelers will always add details to 
their models beyond what the kit manufacturers provide. So, I expect 
many people will use alternative woods for deck and hull planking, add 
breech ropes and gun tackle to the cannons, replace the kit blocks with 
a variety of blocks sizes, lay deck planking in proper lengths, etc. 

Mr. Shirai, the ship modeler who was mentioned earlier, even wrote a 
book that describes the building of the kit to aid new builders and give 
some ideas to experienced builders on ways to upgrade the model. His 
book is only available in Japan, and is written in Japanese. I managed 

Figure 1.  Mr. Shirai’s book 
about building the Charles Yacht 
kit (available in Japanese only) 
is now in its second printing.
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to discover this book through 
Woody Joe’s website and, while 
Woody Joe is not the publisher, 
my contact there was kind enough 
to send me a copy to help me with 
this article.

Purchasing the kit
You won’t find Woody Joe 

kits on any U.S. store shelves 
or even selling through U.S. 
online dealers except perhaps 
as a specially obtained item, 
at least not yet. Right now, the 
normal way to get one of the 
kits is through a Japanese dealer. 
If you’re lucky enough to be 
travelling to Japan, you can find 
them in some of the better hobby 
stores. Otherwise, you’ll need 
to do some Internet shopping to 
get your kit. There are many that 
sell on Ebay or Amazon, but the 
problem is that many of them 
charge well above retail since 
they know these are hard to get 
items in the States, although this 
is not as bad as it was only a year 
or two ago. It’s generally a better 
deal to find a direct online shop 
in Japan that you’re comfortable 
working with.

In my case, I purchased my kit 
from Zootoyz (zootoyz.jp), the 
same dealer I’ve purchased my 
last 7 Woody Joe kits from over 
the last year and a half. Shipping 
has always been by Express Mail 
(EMS) and I’ve always received 
the kits quickly and safely and 
never once ran into any issues. 
The kit is small and light enough 
to not cost too much to ship, and 
EMS shipping takes only a matter 
of days. There are other Japanese 
hobby dealers, but this is the one 
that Woody Joe sent me to when I 
first inquired about its kits a few years ago.

The Charles Yacht and The Rope
The Japanese ship model society called The Rope was started in 1975 by two men who met at Ito-

Ya, a store in Tokyo’s Ginza district that consists of 9 floors of stationery and art supplies. I don’t know 
if it’s still the case, but it apparently also had a ship-model shop. The two decided to form a club and 

Photo 19.  A nicely finished model by Sousuke Kawashima of The Rope 
showing treenailed hull planking (photo courtesy of The Rope).

Photo 18.  A close-up of the bow on the model by Mitsuru Matsubara 
of The Rope. Note the open companionway, deck treenails and cannon 
rigging, which are additions to the kit. The painted headrails show the 
builder’s own artistic touch (photo courtesy of The Rope).
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gather members, including Mr. 
Shirai. The group’s foundation 
is essentially to bring together 
people who build ship models 
primarily out of wood, and who 
gather together to improve their 
talents and to develop friendship. 
Their name, The Rope, is a 
symbol of the sailing ship, but 
also of the ties of friendship that 
bring the members together.

Since the Charles Royal Yacht 
kit’s introduction, many of 
these models have been built by 
members of The Rope. In fact, 
the kit is used by the club to teach 
ship modeling to new members. 
With the help of Don Dressel of 
the Ship Modelers Association in 
Fullerton, who is also an associate 
member of The Rope (The Ship 
Modelers’ Association and The 
Rope are officially sister clubs), 
I was able to obtain a few photos 
of some finished examples of the 
kit built by some of The Rope 
members.
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About Kazunobu Shirai
Mr. Shirai, who helped Woody Joe develop this kit, passed away on 
April 29, 2008, just a year following the kit’s release. He was a life-long 
model builder born in Tokyo in 1951 and began ship modeling in 1972. 
Mr. Shirai became a member of The Rope in 1976, and was a director 
from 1976 to 1983, and again from 1986 to 2001 after a lapse caused 
by a job transfer. He became vice-president of the club in 2002.

Photo 20.  Another color variation gives a more antique look to the 
model by Toshio Shioya of The Rope (photo courtesy of The Rope).

Photo 21.  Close-up of the bow of the model by Toshio Takahashi of 
The Rope. Note the addition of details beyond the kit including treenails 
and anchor detail (photo courtesy of The Rope).


